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A Welcome From Your Friendly
Neighborhood Dramaturgs
(Annie and Nico)
Thank you for picking up this study guide on Master and Margarita.
We hope the content enlightens you to the history and context of
the play as well as the inner workings of Mikhail Bulgakov’s mind
and the purpose of his absurdist style to convey the trails and
tribulations faced by the populous of Stalinist Russia.

Play Summary
Mikhail Bulgakov began writing The Master and Margarita in 1928 amidst the turmoil of
Stalinist rule in the Soviet Union. The novel provides a critical view of soviet life that
raises questions around issues such as totalitarianism, human nature, and atheism. The
various adaptations of this novel continue to raise these very same issues, as does the
adaptation you will see performed today.
The play takes place in two different settings. The first setting is 1930s Moscow,
where the antagonist, the devil himself, appears within the Patriarch Ponds disguised
as a foreigner and practitioner of the black arts by the name of Professor Woland
(pronounced Voland). Throughout the play Woland is accompanied by his set of
henchmen: his valet Koroviev, his sinister cat Behemoth, his messenger Azazello, and his
witch Hella. Wolland and his devious bunch raise hell within the world of the literary
elite of Moscow, dragging both The Master and his mistress Margarita into the ensuing
chaos.
The Master, a resentful author rejected by his own literary community, suffers
due to the critical failure of his historical novel about Pontius Pilate and Jesus of
Nazareth. Margarita, a married woman in a dispassionate marriage fallen in love with
this woeful author, endeavors to nurture and support her lover but ultimately fails as
Master rejects society and sequesters himself within an insane asylum. Margarita in
turns suffers as she separated from her greatest love.
The second setting is Jerusalem at the time when Pontius Pilate confronts
Yeshua (Jesus of Nazareth) of his accused crimes. The happenings of this setting are told
primarily through Woland’s recollection of the times and through the very pages of
Master’s novel, which turns out to accurately describe events of the past that no man
should have memory of.
The play itself can be logically divided into two parts. The first part includes
the various introductions of Woland and his motely crew, Master with his lover
Margarita, and Pontius Pilate’s trial of Yeshua. Part one also includes Woland’s efforts
to drive Russian poet and literary critic Ivan insane, the deaths and sufferings of
various Russian citizens plagued by Woland and his king, Pontius Pilate’s trial of
Yeshua, and Woland’s establishment of a base of operations within Moscow.
Part two includes Woland’s magic show satirizing Soviet society, Woland’s
interactions with Margarita and subsequent invitation to her to host the Devil’s
midnight ball, and finally Margarita’s reunion with her love The Master.

More On Mikhail Bulgakov
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Mikhail Bulgakov was born in 1891. He started on the path of medicine, but after two
years in a medical college, he decided his true love and vocation was to be a writer. He
then immersed himself in the world of literature and theater and never turned back,
even when his works were censored, banned and he was starving from lack of income.
Mikhail was part of a Russian writer group that did not leave Russia after the
revolution. This group became known as the “Fellow Travelers”. Those who stayed
later may have regretted their choice due to the tight restraints on writing that came
about in the 1920’s, Bulgakov did. Bulgakov requested to leave the country multiple
times, but was never permitted to leave.
As pointed out by Mirra Ginsberg in her translation of the novel Bulgakov wrote Stalin
a brave letter requesting to leave. He cited that in ten years of writing he had 301
reviews in the press, of which only 3 were favorable. “The entire Soviet Press and the
agencies in control of repertory had throughout the years “unanimously and with
extraordinary ferocity argued that Bulgakov’s work cannot exist in the USSR. And I
declare that the Soviet Press is entirely right.” (p viii).
Much of his life was faced with struggle. He dealt with an oppressive environment as an
artist, with his major works being published and well received after his death. He also
struggled with poverty and illness. Mikhail was adamant about the right to freedom of
speech and the importance of his art to his own survival. He died at the age of 49 and his
wife was the primary reason his works survived and were later published and
cherished worldwide.

History of the Play
The Master and Margarita, originally a novel written by Mikhail Bulgakov not
officially published until 1966 in Moskva Magazine, albeit a censored version, is a
humorous but critical examination of soviet society between the years of 1920 and 1940.
Bulgavok first began writing the novel in 1928, at the time when he was a literary
success for his satirical plays focusing primarily on the White Army, the opposition to
the communist effort during the revolution. He later burned and destroyed his original
manuscript in 1930 out of fear of persecution for his earlier bold and controversial
writings, but later returned to The Master and Margarita once again in 1931 at the
encouragement of his wife. The novel was finally completed in 1941, remaining
unpublished for 25 years.
To this date The Master and Margarita has been adapted to stage by more than 500
theater companies across the globe. The play first reached a theatrical audience in 1971
in Poland, five years after the novel was officially published. It is interesting to note
that the first four adaptations, performed exclusively in Poland, avoided using the
same title as the novel. The original Polish adaptations used names such as Black Magic
and Its Unmasking, Black Magic, and Patients. In 1977, the play reached a Russian
audience at Moscow’s Taganka Theatre with an adaptation by director Yuri Lyubimove.
This very adaptation continues to be sold today. The play officially crossed the borders
of Poland and the Soviet Union in 1977, where at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, the
University of Bradford Drama Group performed Satan’s Ball, an early adaptation
written by Richard Crane and directed by Faynia Williams. It wasn’t until 1978 with the
New York Public Theater that the play was able to reach American soil. The New York
Public Theater had 24 performances from November 15 to December 3, 1978, directed by
Romanian Andreei Şerban.
In the 1980s, the novel turned play continued to reach a larger audience, with a
primary focus on what was then the Eastern Bloc countries. Within the Soviet Union,
the city of Moscow continued to show the most representations of the play. In the
1990s, The Master and Margarita experienced a significantly larger representation in
the international community thanks to directors from the Eastern Bloc showing
performances across their own countries’ borders. The novel turned play got an
injection of new life in 2001, when Russian director Roman Viktyuk staged his own
adaptation that sparked new representations both within Russian and abroad. In 2010
alone, The Master and Margarita was staged more than 1,500 times, with a strong
presence at international festivals. In 2011, the year marking the 120th anniversary of
Mikhail Bulgakov, the play spread across the world with renewed gusto alongside many
of Bulgakov’s other works in tribute to his contribution to the literary world.

Why So Absurd?
Master and Margarita is written in a very absurd style playing on
the tragedy and comedy found in an illogical time and place of
Stalinist Russia.
This style emphasizes how nonsensical reality and uses satire to
make larger political and thematic points.

Three Stories, One Play
Master and Margarita weaves three stories together beautifully.
As you watch the play take notice of the overlaps in symbols,
characters, themes and settings in the following three (some
consider it four) storylines.
1. The Devil’s Visit to Contemporary Moscow
2. Master and Margarita’s Story of love and the Manuscript
3. The Jerusalem Story with Yeshua and Pilate

What’s in a name?
A fun look at where the names in Master and Margarita originate from
(Listed Alphabetically)

Azazello
In the Old Testament apocryphal Book of Enoch, Azazel is the fallen angel
who taught people to make weapons and jewelry and make up. Fitting then
that Azazello brings the magical cream to Margarita that makes her young
again and turn into a witch.

Banga
Banga is the name of Pilate’s dog, and also the name of Mikhail Bulgakov’s
second wife.

Behemoth
Large cat and a member of Woland’s entourage as the Grand Cup Bearer. The
word Behemoth (Begemot) means hippopotamus in Russian. Also from the
Bible, Book of Job and Book of Enoch. “According to Bulgakov's second wife,
Liubov' Evgen'evna Belozerskaia, the real prototype of Begemot was their
pet Flyushka, a huge gray cat.

Berlioz
Berlioz is the Chairman of the Board of MASSOLIT. He shares his name with
the composer Hector Berlioz who composed Symphonie Fantastique where
the autobiographical character also loses his head.

Freida
Frieda combines the biographies of several women. Two were case studies.
Bulgakov's notes have an excerpt from Forel’s book: "Frieda Keller--

killed her boy. Koniecko--suffocated her baby with a handkerchief" Frieda
Keller worked as a seamstress and waitress in St. Gallen. She was raped
by the owner of the cafe and gave her baby up to an orphanage. But when
the boy was returned to her at age 5 she strangled him with a string and
buried him in a shallow grave. She was sentenced to life in prison. Because
of her modesty and good behavior, public opinion turned in her favor, and
Forel himself wrote that he hoped "poor Frieda Keller" would soon be
released. He also wrote of Koniecko, who gave birth to a child and
suffocated it by stuffing a handkerchief in its mouth in 1908. Like
Margarita, Forel suggests that the real murderer is not the mother, but
the father who abandoned the pregnant woman.

Grigory Danilovich Rimsky
The financial director of the Variete Theater. Rimsky's last name means
"Roman," which connects him with the Pilate story, and it also reminds the
reader of yet another composer, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov.

Hella
The vampire-girl with red hair in Woland's band. The name comes from the
Brokgauz-Efron article on magic (charodeistvo), which mentions that it
was a name given on the island of Lesbos to girl-vampires who died before
their time.

Ivan Nikolaevich Ponyryov (Bezdonny)
Young poet introduced at the novel’s beginning who later has a breakdown
and is taken to a clinic where he is diagnosed as schizophrenic. His pen
name, Bezdonny, means “homeless”. The first name may link him to the
Russian folkloric character “Ivan the Fool”.

Korovyev Fagot

One of Woland's band. Koroviev's profession as (ex-) choirmaster connects
him with E. T. A. Hoffman's character, Kapellmeister Kreisler. Fagot-Korovyev's second name means "bassoon," which connects him to the
musical themes of the novel.

Margarita
The main source for this character was Bulgakov’s third wife. Like the
Master and Margarita, both were married when they met, and they fell in
love immediately.

Master
the primary prototype for the writer-hero of Bulgakov's novel is
the author himself. In Chapter 13 we are introduced to the Master as
a man of about 38, which was Bulgakov's age in 1929, when he began
the novel. The first description of the Master also reflects a
literary prototype Gogol. Like the Master and Bulgakov, Gogol
burned the manuscript of his masterpiece.
Pilate
Pilate was the Roman procurator of the province of Judea from 2636 AD. The procurator was the highest Roman authority in the
province, subject to governor-general of the province of Syria.
Pilate's name may be derived from "pilus" meaning "spear".
Stravinsky
Doctor Stravinsky runs the clinic many characters end up in. His
name is also shared by a famous Russian composer, Igor Stravinsky.

Running Themes

Good and Evil
In the novel, Bulgakov repeatedly brings up the theme of the existence of good and evil
in each person. There is a little Woland in everyone and a little Yeshua as well, or in
other words, everyone has a “shadow self”. Here is a telling quote from Master at
Margarita.
“But would you kindly ponder this question: What would your good do if
evil didn't exist, and what would the earth look like if all the shadows
disappeared? After all, shadows are cast by things and people. Here is the
shadow of my sword. But shadows also come from trees and living beings.
Do you want to strip the earth of all trees and living things just because
of your fantasy of enjoying naked light? You're stupid.”
What do you think about this quote?

Sanity and Insanity:
During the course of the play many characters are accused of, or are diagnosed with
some type of mental impediment or insanity even though the audience knows each of
them to be sane. This includes Woland, Ivan, the Master, Styopa, Yeshua, and Margarita.
Why would Bulgakov choose to do this? How much is madness projected on others
versus stemming from the character’s own mental state?
How many references can you find to madness in the play? What are your thoughts
about the clinic?

Forgiveness and Redemption:
During the play, Woland and Pilate both hold roles where they are able to carry out
judgments and act as executioners. Yeshua and Margarita are the characters that help
show acts of forgiveness and redemption. Why do you think Margarita helps Frieda at
the Devil’s Ball?

Homelessness:

Ivan, one of the main characters, is also known as Homeless. In addition many
characters are wandering without a single place to call their home. This trend may be
in response t the Russian housing shortage faced after the Revolution after all private
ownership was abolished and all housing became highly regulated after a mass move of
many previous landowners to the cities.

Fate:
One of the most poignant moments where fate is introduced is near the beginning of the
play and novel when Woland makes his entrance as a professor to Berlioz and Ivan.
Berlioz is a strong atheist and believer that man governs himself, whereas Woland,
being the Devil himself, knows that Yeshua existed and that he exists and that man
cannot in fact, govern himself. Woland, without giving away his true identity offers
the Seventh Proof in the novel.
“– But here is a question that is troubling me: if there is no God, then, one may ask, who
governs human life and, in general, the whole order of things on earth?
– Man governs it himself, – Homeless angrily hastened to reply to this admittedly nonetoo-clear question.
– Pardon me, – the stranger responded gently, – but in order to govern, one needs, after
all, to have a precise plan for a certain, at least somewhat decent, length of time.
Allow me to ask you, then, how can man govern, if he is not only deprived of the
opportunity of making a plan for at least some ridiculously short period, well, say, a
thousand years , but cannot even vouch for his own tomorrow? And in fact, – here the
stranger turned to Berlioz, – imagine that you, for instance, start governing, giving
orders to others and yourself, generally, so to speak, acquire a taste for it, and
suddenly you get ...hem ... hem ... lung cancer ... – here the foreigner smiled sweetly, and
if the thought of lung cancer gave him pleasure — yes, cancer — narrowing his eyes like
a cat, he repeated the sonorous word —and so your governing is over! You are no longer
interested in anyone’s fate but your own. Your family starts lying to you. Feeling that
something is wrong, you rush to learned doctors, then to quacks, and sometimes to
fortune-tellers as well. Like the first, so the second and third are completely
senseless, as you understand. And it all ends tragically: a man who still recently
thought he was governing something, suddenly winds up lying motionless in a wooden
box, and the people around him, seeing that the man lying there is no longer good for
anything, burn him in an oven. And sometimes it’s worse still: the man has just decided
to go to Kislovodsk – here the foreigner squinted at Berlioz – a trifling matter, it
seems, but even this he cannot accomplish, because suddenly, no one knows why, he
slips and falls under a tram-car! Are you going to say it was he who governed himself
that way? Would it not be more correct to think that he was governed by someone else
entirely?”

How does Woland’s Seventh Proof play out in the play? What effect does hearing this
argument have on Ivan?

Censorship:
Bulgakov, like the Master, live in the post revolutionary Russia where censorship and
regulation are felt in nearly all aspects of life. This oppressive environment is fought
by Bulgakov as he writes the novel, and by the Master as well. Censorship of faith and
spirituality also comes up throughout the novel and play.
A quote from Bulgakov on censorship:
“ It is my duty as a writer to fight against censorship, whatever its forms and under
whatever government it exists, an to call for freedom of the press….Any writer who
tries to prove that he has no need for this freedom is like a fish that publicly declares
it needs no water.” (Morris, p viii).

Pilatism:
Pilatism is one way of analyzing the novel and play looking at all the connections to
the character Pontius Pilate. There are 5-6 times more references made to Pilate
throughout the novel than to Yeshua. His overlapping references with Woland and
Margarita are plentiful. There are also many important linkages between the Master
and Margarita with Yeshua. Margarita seems to unify good and evil opposites and this
makes her an incredibly compelling character. Within the play, Pilatism is talked about
in regards to the Master’s manuscript.
One interesting connection between Yeshua and the Master as mentioned by Donald M.
Fiene in his article about Pilatism is that, “…Just as Yeshua is judges and executed by a
Roman power (in the person of Pilate) , so the Master is judged (and imprisoned) by
Soviet power.” (p 148).

Dreams:

Dreams, hallucinations and altered states of consciousness permeate throughout the
novel and play. Here are a couple of quotes in regards to Bulgakov’s use of dreams from
the article Riitta H. Pittman , Dreamers and Dreaming in M.A. Bulgakov’s the Master and
Margarita.
“…In Bulgakov’s creativity dreaming is primarily connected with the imaginary aspects
of the characters’ lives and it frequently serves to illuminate the twilight zone
beyond their conscious experience.” (pg 178).
“In The Master and Margarita dreams perform many conflicting functions: they serve
both to inform and confuse, to bewilder an bewitch, and to frighten and inspire the
characters. They provide access into “other worlds”. They help to outline the dreamers’
psychological characteristics, to define their spiritual qualities, and even to measure
the degree of their moral maturity.” (pg 179).
One interesting note is that every entrance of the Master in the novel is marked by
dreaming, memory, sleep or the night time. Do you think Bulgakov’s use of dreamlike
states is effective? Why or why not?

Questions to Think About
1. What symbols are associated with Satan (Woland) when he
appears?
2. How do the sun or moon play a part in the play?
3. Does Satan/Woland identify victims at random?
4. What role does music play in The Master and Margarita?
5. What is the role of “pilatism’ in The Master and Margarita?
6. Are there any reoccurring disciples within the play?
7. What importance does the sparrow play in The Master and
Margarita?
8. In what ways does censorship appear within the play?
9. How do characters bring about their own fate in The Master
and Margarita?
10.
How does redemption play a part in the play?
11. What value does Pontius Pilate’s relationship with Yeshua
have in the play?
12.
What similarities does the play have with the story of
Faust?
13.
How do the rational atheists respond to the displays of
dark magic?
14.
What part does resurrection play within The Master and
Margarita?
15.
What specific events within the play can be seen as
satirical of Soviet society?
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